KFSC Board meeting 8/23/15
Open 1:14
Richard opened with introduction and background of his experience.
- working on cleanliness
- concessions – mainly microwave type foods.
- making a decision about a second sheet of ice

Discussed clubs – bringing in groups from schools developing clubs within schools to
bring to skate in programs ( Learn to Skate ) etc.
Discussed awards – picture wall for recognition. One fun and one technical skill for
banquet
- skater resume and nominations for non point related awards, went over descriptions
of all awards and revisions will be made before presented to members.
NoDudphotos – gave 87.75 which was 15% of the profit from the Knoxville Invitational
from the sale of picture CD’s and photo downloads.
Based on research of venues for the banquet it has been recommended that we follow
through with Rothschild however in the future it appears that Bearden Banquet hall looks
very appealing due to pricing and facility. Looking to change date to the 21st based on
home game schedule. Discussion for someone to create a timeline or schedule for the
banquet so we can stay on schedule.
Nikki moved to change meeting from banquet and Tracy seconded the motion.
Membership meeting to go over financials will be scheduled for another time..
Debbie to organize a fundraising meeting for Friday 28th at 4:30 or 5:00
Gina mentioned Lulu wish list with the cost of admission a toy donation for some
charitable organization. Can bring a trunk or we can go to the store.
Discussed the idea of serving alcohol with appetizers early as people view the auction
items.
Talked about a form newsletter with quick notes once a month with small updates of
upcoming events.
Renee and Tracy to be in charge of bulletin boards. Still working on getting covers.

